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Strachan Wins Professor of Year Award 
by Laura G. Morton 
Dean Kristine Strachan has achieved many 
great things in her life. In the s~mer of 
1987 she climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro with her 
teen-age daughter; she has a successful mar-
riage despite the fact that her and her 
husband's career paths often take them in 
different directions; and she is only one of a 
dozen women·nationwide to be Dean of a law 
school. Strachan's first love, however, is 
teaching and this year students have recog-
nized her efforts by naming her Professor of 
the Year. 
Strachan came to the USD School of Law 
with high hopes for increasing the reputation 
of the school and working closely with the 
faculty to improve the overall educational 
experience of the students. Although her 
administrative duties keep her very busy, she 
has nonetheless found time to teach her 
classes in a manner which encourages stu-
dents to become involved in their education. 
At the University of Utah College of Law, 
where she began in 1973 as an associate 
professor and became a full professor in 
1979, Strachan was instrumental in institut-
ing acomprehensivecurriculum reform. The 
program at Utah is an experimental effort to 
ensure that each year of the legal educational 
experience be part of a logical progression 
which exposes students to diverse teaching 
methods. 
In addition to her work at the law school, 
Strachan has become very involved with the 
community as a whole. She sits on the Board 
of Directors of the San Diego Volunteers 
Lawyers Program, is on the Executive Com-
mittee of the Association of American Law 
Schools, has been on the President's Advi-
sory Council for the Law School Admission 
Council since 1991, and is on the_Board of 
Consumer Advocate Nader 
To Speak-at Graduation 
by Laura G. Morton 
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader will be 
the speaker at this year's commencement 
ceremonies on May 23 in Torero Stadium. 
Nader, who gained fame for his searing 
criticism of the United States auto industry in 
his book Unsafe At Any Speed, was most 
recently in the spotlight when he became a 
non-candidate in the race for the presidency. 
In an effort to shake the status quo, Nader 
campaigned as a write-in candidate· in the 
New Hampshire primary with his campaign 
slogan NOJ A, none of the above. New 
Hampshire does not have the none of the 
above option on its ballot so Nader cam-
paigned on the premise that voting for him 
was the best way to send a message to both 
political parties that the electorate is not 
pleased with any of the candidates. 
Such action is not uncommon from the man 
who took the American auto industry to task 
for its defective manufacturing of unsafe 
cars. It was as aresultofNader'sefforts that 
cars now come equipped with seat belts and 
shatter-proof glass. In addition, Nader be-
gan crusading for mandatory airbags in 1980, 
something which is just coming ~o fruition 
now, over a decade later. · 
Nader began his career as consumer advo-
cate while still a student at Princeton Univer-
sity when he found dead birds on the campus 
lawn and began a crusade to ban the spraying 
of DDT on the trees. While at Princeton, 
Nader spent hours in the library expanding 
his mind and language capabilities by learn-
ing, among other things, Chinese. After 
graduating from Princeton, he attended 
Harvard Law School where he began re-
search into the engineering designs of auto-
mobiles. His first article on the subject 'Vas 
published in 1959 in The Nation. 
He initially set up his own law practice in 
Hartford, Con,necticut and spent much of his 
time in the early 1960's travelling the world 
as a free-lance journalist for the Christian 
Science-Monitor and Atlantic Monthly. He. 
eventually moved on to Washington, D.C. 
where he was hired by then Assistant Secre-
tary of Labor Daniel Patrick Moynihan as 
staff consultant on highway safety. 
His book, Unsafe At Any Speed, was pub-
lished in November, 1965 anddrewtheireof 
the General Motors corporation to the point 
where they hired private detectives to inves-
tigate him. The incident led to a nationally 
televised Congressional hearing in which 
then General Motors President James M. 
Roche admitted to harassing Naderand pub-
licly apologized. From then on, the Nader 
legend of consumer crusader was born. 
In 1969, Nader founded the Center for 
Study of Responsive Law where he gathered 
the best, brightest, and youngest legal minds 
to work on projects which served the public 
interest. The Center became the meeting 
place for "Nader's Raiders," his tireless fol-
lowers who were always willing to fight the 
industrial and governmental giants. In 1970, 
using the money he had gotten from an out-
of-court settlement witllGeneral Motors for 
invasion of privacy, he founded the Corpo-
·rate Accountability Research Group and the 
Public Interest Research Group. In 1971, 
Nader founded Public Citizen, Inc., a con-
sumer lobbying group which he saw as a 
necessary counterforce to the powerful lob-
bies that corporate America had on Capitol 
Hill. , . 
Professor Robert Fellmeth, director of 
USD's Center for Public Interest Law, met 
Nader in 1968 when he volunteered to work 
for Nader. The first project Nader had for 
Fellmeth was to take on the Federal Trade 
Commission and expose them as being a 
fraud because they failed to represent con-
sumers. As Fellmeth recalls, it was after the 
FTC testimony, which he wrote the first draft 
for, that thenameNader'sRaiders-was bom. 
In a speech given at a 1990 reunion of 
Nader's Raiders, Fellmeth praised the ef-
forts of Nader and reflected on all that has 
been accomplished throughout the years. 
Speaking of just some of the issues that 
Nader has addressed, Fellmeth noted that 
Nader has changed the lives of thousands of 
Americans by working in such diverse areas 
of worker safety, air and water pollution 
measures, and traffic safety among others. 
TrusteesforTheBishop'sSchoolinLaJolla. 
Strachan, a California native, is married to 
Gordon Strachan and has two children. She 
graduated Magna Cum Laude and Phi Beta 
Kappa with a degree in International Rela-
tions from the University of Southern Cali-
fornia. She was accepted to both Stanford 
Law and Boalt Hall at the University of 
California, Berkeley. She chose to attend 
Boalt where she achieved membership in the 
California Law Review and Order of the 
Coif. She received her J .D. in 1968 and went 
on to become an associate at Suliivan & 
Cromwell in New York where she did bank-
ing, corporate, commercial, and real estate 
law. 
, In 1970, Strachan moved with her husband 
to Washington, D.C. after he took a job in the 
Nixon Administration .. Strachan joined the 
State Department's Office of the Legal Ad-
visor and handled international law, consti-
tutional law, and legislative matters relating 
to Southeast Asia. She worked on such 
issues as the War Powers Act, the first SALT 
agreement, and treatment of prisoners of 
war. It was an exciting but difficult time 
because tne area she was responsible for 
stretched from Burma to the South China Sea 
and America was in the midst of the Vietnam 
War. 
In 1973, she and her husband relocated to 
Utah where she began ta teach and he be~ 
came a partner in a law firm which special-
izes in ski resort law and complex litigation. 
Being able to provide real world answers in 
addition to scholarly 9bscrvations lead 
Strachan to a sabbatical leave from the Uni-
versity of Utah from 1980-1982 in order to 
work as a prosecutor in the Salt Lake County 
Attorney's Office. In addition, she and her 
husband have served as pro bono ' town 
prosecutors' for the town of Alta, Utah. 
The Professor of the Year A ward was 
established to recognize outstanding faculty 
members who provide excellent teaching 
and exhibit great personal responsiveness to 
students. Strachan will be given the award at 
the Commencement Ceremony on May 23. 
O'Connor Speaks of Holmes; 
Visits ·civil Procedure Class 
by Joeseph Lipton 
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor addressed a packed auditorium at 
Shiley Theater, Thursday,April9. O'Connor 
delivered the eighth annual Nathaniel L. 
Nathanson Memorial Lecture, in honor of the 
law professor who taught for 41 years at 
Northwestern University and for five spring 
semesters at University of San Diego. 
In a lecture entitled, "The Rights Of The 




In an effort to bring the USD School of Law 
in line with other comparable law schools 
nationwide, the ·grading system has been 
changed. This change, which becomes ef-
fective immediately and will be applied ret-
roactively, means that more students will 
have 'A' and 'B' averages. 
According to Professor Edmund Ursin, who 
heads the faculty committee which insti-
tuted the change, it was Dean Kristine 
Strachan who initially suggested that re-
search b_e done in order to determine if USD 
students were being placed at a competitive 
disadvantage to law students nationwide due 
to the grading system. The committee deter-
cffiined that USD students were in fact disad-
vantaged because most other law schools 
Continued on page 2 
Holmes: They Often Are Half Obscure," 
O 'Connor paid tribute to the late Oliver 
Wendell Holmes, the great libertarian who 
retired from the bench 60 years ago. Holmes, 
who was appointed to the Supreme Court by 
President Roosevelt in 1902, became an 
advocate for individual liberties, taking stands 
that "marked him as the great liberal justice 
of his era," O'Connor said. 
O'Connor praised Holmes for transform-
ing thought about individual liberties and 
free expression during his 30 year tenure on 
the court. She discussed the impact of 
Holmes' dissenting opinions, especially in 
labor.cases, which branded hi_m as a radical 
of his time. In addition, she hailed Holmes 
for his role in protecting the rights of minor-
ity voters and enlarging the federal judiciary' s 
role in habeas corpus pleas. 
O'Connor went on to say that Holmes' 
decisions not only made a lasting contribu-
tion in expanding citizens free speech rights, 
but also in shaping history. 0 
The Lecture Series, dedicated to Nathanson, 
best known for his work in the areas of 
administrative law, constitutional law, civil 
liberties and humaTi rights, began in 1984. It 
has brought the likes of Willard H. Pedrick, 
Professor Emeritus from Arizona State Uni-
versity and W. Willard Wirtz, a former La-
bor Department aid to President John F. 
Kennedy and now a visiting professor at 
USD; both on whom were in attendance. 
Before the lecture, 0 'Connor took time out 
to visit Professor Maimon Schwarzschild's 
civi~ procedure class. To the delight of the 
students, O'Connor discussed her role as a 
Supreme Court Justice. She talked about her 
Continued on page 2 
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Strachan Responds to Anger 
. Over 0' Co,nnor Lecture 
by Mary A. Smigielski 
On two separate occasions, I discussed 
with Dean Strachan the situation that arose 
over the O'Connor lecture. The following is 
her side of the story and her suggestions for 
better communication with the student body. 
"We have gone over this several times with 
the students, apologized for the mistake, and 
corrected it. If the students still feel that the 
explanation is insufficient, I can repeat it, but 
I am honestly wondering how many times we 
have to go over the facts. 
"The facts are that the Nathanson Lecture 
has been going on for eight years. It honors 
a deceased member of ·our faculty whose 
widow now volunteers as a member of the 
law school staff. It is funded by the faculty, 
the staff and the alums. We've never had 
more than 50 students interested in coming 
even though we've had major figures. We 
have always made this event open to the 
students, but it's not primarily for the stu-
dents and never has been. It is for the entire 
Law School community, and that is sup-
posed to include people from the University 
and "downtown." This year we had a par-
ticularly difficult problem balancing those 
interests because the faculty University-wide 
and the undergraduate students wanted to 
come and they never had much interest in 
attending before either. Our guest list for the -
Nathanson Lecture has always included the 
Board of Trustees, the Alumni Board, the 
faculty, the staff, members of the judiciary in 
San Diego and other members of the legal 
community who are very important to this 
school, its reputation, and the placement of 
its sttidents. Majordonors have always been 
invited as a way to thank them for their 
support for the scholarship program, library, 
and curricular enrichment. 
"We never promised anyone, because we 
could not, that any constituency would have 
aspecificnumberofseats. Imustsaythatwe 
were very surprised at the celebrity status 
that this event attained. The response that we 
got from everybody was vastly greater than 
anyone thought the response rate would be. 
That's the mistake we made. We underesti-
mated the number of people who would want 
to come to this lecture. Lectures of Supreme 
Court justices are usually very dry and are 
not in and of themselves great crowd 
attractors. One of the reasons we had Justice 
O'Connor spend a class session with stu-
dents was to try to build in a 'quality time' 
event for students. It was not clear until late 
that she would agree to do this, but we urged 
and it worked out well. 
"Yes, I'm sorry, it was an unfortunate error, 
but it wasn't an intentional error. If things 
had worked out as intended, students would 
havehadapproximately20-25%oftheseats. 
Many last minute forces which were unex-
pected and out of our control upset the plan. 
When we knew how frmch actual student 
interest there was, we scrambled and got 
most of the problems resolved. (We never 
could give access to the undergraduates or as 
many of the alums and University faculty 
who wanted to attend.) We didn't ignore 
student concerns, we got overtaken by events. 
"If students want to keep fuming over this, 
they are surely free to do so.' If students want 
a 'task force,' we can surely move back to 
that format. We had one and it was regarded 
by everyone as do-nothing, so we then had a 
task force to come up with something better. 
It was thought that the Dean's Student Advi-
.sory Council and the unprecedented student 
access to and influence on faculty commit-
tees (and things like graduation speakers and 
the Alumni Board) which has occurred in the 
last two years was preferable over past prac-
tice. We' re willing to rethink it if it appears 
there's a better way of getting student input 
. into the decision-making process. If we do 
go to some other way, one thing that would 
help is if the SBA would find out what 
specific, unresolved issues and problems the 
students really want addressed. Then, 
whether those issues/problems are in the 
control of the law school and, if s_o, which 
decision-making body in the law school has 
the authority to resolve it. That would be a 
constructive way to help." 
O'Connor Continuedfrompagel -----------
duties on the bench, which includes writing 
13 to 19 opinions each term and reviewing 
some of the 6000 writs of certiorari received 
by the court each year. 
The most intriguing part of. her job, 
O'Connorsaid, is when a case has been heard 
and the nine justices meet as a group to 
discuss the case and voice their opinions. 
Afterwards, O'Connor provided a unique 
opportunity for the class to ask her questions 
about being a Supreme Court Justice. When 
asked about how the Court has changed with 
the departure of Justices Brennan and 
Marshall, O'Connor replied that the out-
come of death penalty cases would be less 
certain. 
In the past, Brennan and Marshall stoqd in 
opposition to the death penalty, viewing it as 
a violation of the Eighth Amendment which 
forbids cruel and unusual punishment. 
Grades Continued from page 1 
have the 'B ' grade as the average whereas 
USD had the 'C' grade as the average. 
To overcome this, the administration has 
changed the grading scale although it has 
retained the same curve in terms of the 
manner in which the grades are distributed. 
The following is the new grading scale: 
86.0-93.00,A; 81.0-85.99, B; 75.0-80.99,C; 
69.0-74.99~ D-;-65]Y-6S:9, F. 
The old grading scale was as follows: 89 .0-
93.00, A; 83.0-88.99,B; 75.0-82.99,C; 69.0-
74.99, D; 65.0-68.99, F. 
O'Connor expressed concern with the 
present death penalty procedure. She stated 
that four or five times per month the Justices 
are up all night deciding whether ornot stays 
of execution should be granted. 
In response to another student's question 
about her background, O'Connor told the 
class how as a Stanford Law School graduate 
in 1952, she could not find a job because no 
law firm would hire a woman. One partner 
in a Los Angeles law firm, however, found 
O'Connor's credentials so impressive that 
he did offer her a job--as a secretary. 
O'Connor overcame this initial setback, 
becoming an Arizona senator for six years 
before being elected as a Superior Court 
Judge and subsequently appointed to the 
ArizonaCourtofAppeals. Today,atage62, 
O'Connor is the only woman to sit on the 
highest court in the nation. 
The deadline to apply for the 
position of Motions Editor for the 
1992-93 school year has b~en 
extended to April 22. Applications 
are available outside the Motions 
office in the University Center or 
ca ll 260-4600, extension 4343. 
Shortened Hours 
8am to 1 Op!ll 
Friday, May 15 througftSundily,Junel 
Closed for MemorialDay 
Monday, May25 
. ···· · · · ············•··•····Regular.Hoiti1 ·~~sume·••• 
Monday,June 8 · 
Annual Write-on Competition 
by Michael Levine 
The San Diego Law Review will host its annual write-on competition forretuming second-
year students just prior to the start of school in August. Through successful participation in 
this competition, students who fell outside the top 10% in class rank after one year of law 
school can still join the Law Review. 
The write-on competition problem will be distributed after a brief informational meeting 
on the first floorof the law school at 5pm on Wednesday, August 19. Those unable to attend 
this meeting may pick up the problem at the Law Review office on Thursday, August 20 from 
noon until 5pm. Anyone unable to pick up the problem at either of these times must make 
special arrangements with Research Editor Michael Lurie (278-3095). Competitors must 
tum in their completed problems at the Law Review office absolutely no later than 5pm on 
Sunday, August 23. 
An informal question and answer session regarding the Law Review write-on competition 
will be held at 5pm on Wednesday, April 22 in Fletcher B . 
~UC~ -~-EXTENSION 
In Preparation for 
the July 1992 Bar Exam 
The· California· Bar 
Perl ormance Test 
Review (PTR) 
May 1992 at UCLA 
Performance Test Review (PTR) is designed to help you 
pass the California Bar Exam. Traditional .bar review 
courses downplay the performance test, yet this section 
comprises one-third of the California Bar Exam. Those 
who fail the performance test more than likely will fail 
the bar because the performance test questions are more 
heavily weighted than other questions. However, you can 
learn techniques to help you pass this test. We'll show 
you what it takes. Enroll in PTR. · 
For a detailed brochure, c~ll Betty at (310) 825-0741. 
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Run-off Results and a Questioned Honor Court Election 
by Laura G. Morton 
Controversy once again surrounded aspects 
of the SBA election as some students pro-
tested themannerin which theelectionof the 
Honor Court Justices was handled. Accord-
ing to Warner Broaddus, currently First Al-
ternate and elected to be Second Alternate on 
the Honor Court, the elections committee 
misinterpreted the Honor Code and SBA 
bylaws. 
The honor code calls for a primary election 
for the positions on the Honor Court. How-
ever, a primary was never held. The Elec-
tions Committee held a general election and 
then an unorthodox run-off. 
Broaddus stated the problem was that the 
Elections Committee converted the general 
election into a preliminary election. This had 
the effect of allowing people to declar~ their 
Trial Team Excels at Nationals 
by Shirvan Sherma 
The USD Mock trial team placed second in 
the prestigious ABA National Criminal Jus-
tice Trial Advocacy Competition on March 
26-27. The team, consisting of Nikki Blair, 
Louis Bertsche and Robert Strauss as attor-
neys and !ulie Westwater as witness, swept 
the preliminary rounds with a perfect 3-0 
record and won the vote of every judge. 
In the semi-finals USD defeated last year's 
champion, Chicago-Kent ITT, to advance to 
the final round against Harvard. Professor 
Richard "Corky" Wharton, the team advisor 
and coach, agreed with the judges' assess-
ment that the performance of the USD team 
in the semi-final round was the best they ever 
seen in any trial competition. 
li1 a dramatic moment during the final 
round, USO held its composure when Harvard 
presented illegal exhibits in the court, de-
spite having been admonished in prelimi-
nary rounds. The judges, unaware such ex-
hibits are not allowed, were "impressed" 
with Harvard's use of exhibits and scored 
high in this area of direct exam. Wharton 
expressed concern that this sets a bad ex-
ample not only for future competitions but 
for attorneys entering practice. 
Although USD presented an outstanding 
prosecution case, USD and Harvard tied in 
the final round. The case was then decide_d 
on the jury verdicts. All the jury verdicts 
throughout the competition were for the 
defense and USD subsequently placed sec-
ond. · " 
Commenting on the competition, Blair 
/ 
stated that sometimes other things are more 
important than winning: "The satisfaction 
that each team member had the opportunity 
to perform their respective roles as they had 
trained to do for over a month was more 
important than winning." 
All the team members agreed with 
Bertsche' s reitera.tion that "the success of the 
team can be traced directly to one man, 
Professor Wharton." As Strauss put it, "he 
did every thing from calming our nerves and 
driving the bus to developing winning case 
strategies and cultivating the best skills of 
each team member." 
Only the top teams in the nation are invited 
to this trial competition. Twenty teams 
received invitations based on their overall 
record in competitions the previous year. 
The team practiced for over a month for the 
competition during which time they became 
very close. After countless hours of prepara-
tion, practices, team meetings and competi-
tions, Bertsche said "I no longer had three 
trial partners, I had three close friends." 
The coaches were Wharton and Blaine 
Bowman. Blair presented both sides of the 
case. Strauss represented the defense while 
Bertsche represented the prosecution. 
Westwater participated as the crucial wit-
ness on each side. 
"Because the level of competition in all 
tournaments in recent years has risen to such 
a high level, cross examination has become 
the key to winning a tournament. Witnesses 
therefore play a vital role." Strauss said. 
Wharton reiterated that Westwater was one 
of the best witnesses he had ever seen. 
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candidacy and get on the ballot between the 
two elections. According to Broaddus, this 
is the opposite of what the Code calls for 
since the purpose of paving the preliminary 
election is to narrow the field of candidates, 
not allow more to get on the ballot. 
"Unfortunately, the compromise which they 
[the Elections Committee] arrived at com-
pletely violated the intent of the Honor Code 
which in turn made for a very questionable 
election," Broaddus stated. "We are hoping 
togetsomeoftheproblemsandconflictsand 
gaps in the Code taken care of for next year 
in order to avoid these problems in the 
future." 
The rest of the election went off without a 
hitch. Brad Fields was voted in as Day Vice-
President with 123 votes and Dyke Huish 
was elected as Third-year Day Representa-
tive with 56 votes. In addition, Geoff Graves 
became Treasurer with 98 votes in a highly 
contested election in which the runner-up, 
Michelle Tharp, received 97 votes. 
Fields is happy with the results of the 
elections and promises to work very hard to 
address the needs and concerns of students. 
"I would like to thank everybody for their 
support," Fields said. "I hope I can seek out 
and put forth student interests as best as 
possible because I think it should be the main 
goal of SBA to work for students' rights." 
Huish is atso-happy to have been elected 
and looks forward to serving the student body 
next year and vowed to do his best in repre-
senting the concerns of third year students. 
"I am excited to help serve my fellow class-
mates," Huish said. "My goals are to give 
students more opportunities to get resume 
items to help us all get jobs, which is why we 
are here." 
The results of the Honor Court Elections are 
as follows: Warner Broaddus, Second Alter-
nate (64 votes); Greg Cribbs, First Alternate 
(84 votes); Michel Duquella,J ustice (85 votes); 
Alex Fitzpatrick, Justice (92 votes); Chris 
Harrington, Preliminary Examiner (84 votes); 
and Kristie 'Rodriguez, Justice (98 votes). 
The winners in the general election for other 
SBA positions include: Robert Chong, Presi-
dent; Dan McNamee, Secretary; and Julia 
Ramirez; Evening Vice President. In class 
representative races, the winners after the 
general election were Gloria Alicia Magana, 
Sc.ott Savary and Bill Tran for Second-year 
Day; Lynn Field-Karsh for Second-year 
Evening; Kathryn Turner Arsenault for Fourth-
year Evening; and Matt Frank and Tom Stern 
for Third-year Day. Mary Katherine A. Fowler 
won the seat of Honor Court Counsel. 
The Elections Committee did not determine 
the total number of students voting in the 
general election. Vote totals for the positions 
determined during the general election were 
also unavailable. 
Moot Court 
from the Moot Court Board 
The 1992 Jessup International Moot Court Team returned triumphant from the Interna-
tional Semi-Finals which were held in Washington, D.C. from March 29-April 4. The team 
had the fourth place memorial worldwide and ranked fifth among the U.S. teams. After seven 
months of arduous preparation, they represented USD well despite the fact that their coach 
was unable to accompany them on the trip. 
Dyke Huish and Laura Morton,- who represented the Respondent, faced off against the 
National University of Singapore and the University of Pennsylvani~ .. Christopher Miller 
and Troy Zander, who represented the Appellant, went up against the Hungarian team and 
the University of Arizona. 
This year's team earned the right to go to the international semi-finals after beating out 12 
teams to win the Pacific Region Championship held in San Francisco on February 2 1-22. The 
team went into the final round with an impressive 4-0 record and easily beat McGeorge for 
the regional title. • 
The Tenth Annual Winters first-year oral advocate competition took place on April 13-14. 
Sharon Spivak won first place, Wendy Angus placed second, Clare Kelsey came in third, 
and Bob Hickey was thy fourth place winner. 
Normally competitors conduct theirown research and submit their own brief, but in Winters 
a bench brief that addresses both sides of the problem is distributed to the students. This 
allows students to compete without worrying about writing a brief so close to finals. 
In an effort to cover a subject in which all the students are versed, the brief was based on 
a torts problem since all first year students have had torts. This year's brief was written by 
Kipp Williams, the Winters Competition Coordinator and involved an Air Force Lieutenant 
who suffered injuries as a result of negligence on the part of her physicians at a military 
hospital. The issue was wheJher theF eres doctrine precludes all_malpractice actions brought 
against the United States by active military members. Each competitor argued both sides 
of the case and the four people with the highest scores and judges' ra..·tldngs advanced to the 
final round which took place on April 14 in Grace Courtroom. 
The Winters Competition is named after the late Profes sor John- M. Winters and is 
coordinated by the Moot Court Board in conjunction with Lawyering Skills I professors . 
. ~ ' . ' 
A Film Developing Deal For You From 
USO Bookstore 
$1.oo ott A11-co1or Print -··--1 
Film Developing J 
April 23rd- May 1st 
Bring in any color print roll for developing and printing 
and we'll take $1.00 off the price . 
Remember, USD always gives you a 2nd set of 
color prints free with every color print ro ll. 
USD BOOKSTORE 
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Fri 9:00 to 4:00 Sat 9:00 to 2:00 
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To Hell with the President 
I'm Voting for the First Lady 
by Dallas O'Day 
It's 1992 and time to play Let's Pick A 
Candidate for President. Usually, I just pick 
the candidate with the big (R) next to his 
name. But this year is different. This year, 
I'm voting for First Lady. 
I'll begin this thoughtful and incisive analy-
sis by looking at Jerry Brown. Brown gets 
points for not having a wife or a girlfriend. 
This would mean that we'd have a revolving 
door at hostess when Jerry would have those 
presidential dinners. And based on Brown's 
former squeezes, (Linda Ronstadt, when she 
still looked good), we would have a famous 
First Lady. 
On the downside, however, is Brown's 
penchant for foolish behavior. What if he 
asked some tree-hugger to help host a dinner 
for the President of Brazil? Or if he asked. 
Susan Faludi to be on hand when the Pope 
dropped in? There would be a crises every 
week. And i just can't take that kind of 
strain. 
Hillary Clinton. Now she would be a fine 
First Lady. And I don'tjustmean thatin the 
looks department. She's bright, articulate, 
and dresses pretty well, too. In fact, I'd 
rather vote for her than her idiot husband for 
President. But-Hillary has problems. She 
won 'thave teas or bake cookies. So what are 
they going to do in the White House when the 
Queen of England comes by unexpectedly? 
Tell her to make her own? 
Hillary has other problems, too. Have you 
seen those old pictures of her when she was 
helping Bill wininthe70's? She looks scary. 
The 80's really turned her around. And 
anyone who the 80's benefitted is automati-
cally suspect in my book. If Hillary were on 
qerown she'd probably be driving her BMW 
with a car phone doing deals left and right 
and sipping Chardonnay in her hot tub after 
work. Thethoughtofhavinganeo-yuppieas 
First Lady bugs me. 
What about Babs Bush? I rank her high on 
a lot of scales. She can be rude: She called 
Ferraro nasty names during the '84 cam-
paign. She's a fighter as well. Anyone who 
tells those femiNazis at Wellesley-or what-
ever school that was that protested her being 
the commencement speaker-what fools they 
are earns major bonus points in my book. 
And, she has a sense of humor. At least I 
think she does. Anyone who can stand by 
Bush this long has to have a sense of humor, 
right? 
But Babsy suffers from one major problem. 
To put it delicately, she looks about 90 years 
old. Now, is this what we want our First 
Ladies to look like? It just won'tdo to have 
the German Foreign Minister mistake Babs 
for George's mother. Also, no one will 
dance with her at all those functions because 
they'reafraid she's too fragile. No, Barbara 
is just too dumpy to earn my vote for First 
Lady. 
Who'sleft? Ihaven'tincludedMrs. Tsongas 
because technically she's f!Ot in the running. 
Mrs. Buchanan? I don't know if he has a 
wife, although if he did, she'd get my sym-
pathy. Mrs. Perot? Does the -hero on the 
white horse ever have a wife? (Which means: 
I don't know if Perot has a wife, either.) 
What about Gennifer Flowers? Well, she's 
a fabulous babe. But other than her looks and 
her frank and open manner, she has little else 
to recommend her. 
I give up. Maybe Brown would be a good 
bet because there w~uld ·be no First Lady. 
After all, First Ladies can be annoying. See 
Reagan, Nancy, "Just Say No" campaign. Se 
also Ford, Betty, alcohol/drug/whateverprob-
lems. So vote for no First Lady. Brown 
won't lety~_µ down. We'll ha\'.ea_wildand 
woolly White House with whoever Jerry 
decides to have around, unless she's Mother 
Theresa. 
LexislWestlaw Summer Access Info 
I 
by Michael White 
Reference Department 
USD law students' LEXIS/NEXIS and WESTLA W ID numbers will be deactivated May 
3l-August15 unless you take one of the following actions. To maintain your LEXIS/NEXIS 
ID during the summer you must enroll in summer school or submit a LEXIS/NEXIS Summer 
Access Form. To keep your WESTLA W ID active over the summer all students must 
complete the WESTLA W Password SumJDer Extension Agreement. 
Law students enrolled in summer school will automatically have their LEXIS/NEXIS IDs 
remain active during the summer. If you have enrolled in summer school and your LEXIS/ 
NEXIS ID is not working please see a Reference Librarian at the LRC to activate your ID. 
Law students who will not be enrolled in summer school, and will not be employed by a 
law firm, commercial, or government entity during the summer may maintain an active 
LEXIS/NEXIS ID. They must submit a signed statement, the LEXIS/NEXIS Summer 
Access Form, indicating that the LEXIS/NEXIS services will be used solely for educational 
purposes and briefly describe the specific 
project(s) they will be working on. 
President's Report 
by Robert Chong 
SBA President 
Law. ~evue 
It has-come to my attention-that there are more than a handful of students who 
missed-their true calling--one in the entertainment profession. 
It was a small butappreciativecrowd that gathered at Maqchester Hall to witness 
this year's Law Revue Talent Show. ·Ten acts, ranging from songs of rhythm and 
blues, and soft -rock to stand-up .. comedy, were .. gathered for the evening's 
entertainment. 'In all, the ,evening was very•entertaining as students watched 
fellow classmates performing their hearts out. The closing acts featured two very 
talented comedians who left the audfonce in stitches (of course, there was the 
customary parody of students' favorite professors). 
Donations were collected at the door to benefit the Loan Repayment Assistance 
Program. The efforts of Julia Ramirez and Brad Fields were greatly appreciated 
in putting together Ll;\w Revue. · 
Sandra Day O'Connor 
t :t 
To borrow alinefrom Dickens: It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. 
USDpropelsitself into the upper echelons by bringing Associate Justice 0' Connor 
-Onto campus to speak at this ye(lr's Nathanson lecture. Word.of her upcoming 
presence qwckly spread throughout San Diego, and the Alums quickly gobbled 
up tickets. The bad news was that the event was scheduled for the UC Forums, 
with a seating capacity of ~00. Neither the Dean nor the Alumni office anticipated 
such an overwhelming turnout. Before any' tickets were even made available to 
students all seats bad been taken. The,day]ick'ets were to be offered to students, 
a different sentiment went out Students were enraged and appalled by the 
seemingly indifferent stances by the adminis~_tion. 
Almost immediately, a student rally was orgahized and Scheduled for the very 
next Monday. Much to the administration's credit, both the oean andthe staff of 
the Alumni Office appeared to face student ire. As it turned out, the lecture was 
moved to Shiley Theater to accomodate -the additional crowd. Students with 
"stand-by'' and-"viewmg room" tickets had automatic admission. In addition, 
students had a second chance to get tickets '.by signing up for a lottery of just less 
than one hundred seats. " 
•As a result of the rally /meeting, a student petition is currently being circulated. 
~llie p~ of the petitioii is, to _seek, closer faculty, administration and.student 
interaction. Stay tuned for thel'esult of the petition . . ;!'~"'~ •< ·~Nt t1n. 1i1 tn;_,.,...q.0'lp " 
iv ,.. , ''. 
,_. .·.:*" 
.. Jlere;.are so~e id~ and,pm~s,LW~uld>I~e to get off the ground nexto/ear: t' · 
SL Patrick's Day ~arty in conjunction with PAD's volleyball tournament, a car-
pool/ride-share service, ~ annual ~ward for outstanding organization and out-
standitlg student conbib\ltion to the' SBA: " ·~· · 
There are currently imany committees'''being formed for next year. The 
committees range from ' tbe Halloween Party to First Year Orientation to the 
Graduatio11 committee. Interested students ·should _connect me directly or leave 
a message with the SBA office. 
GOOD-LUCK.ON FINALS! 
Law students who will not be enrolled in 
summer school but will be employed by a 
law firm, commercial, or government entity 
may be granted access to the LEXIS/NEXIS 
services provided they complete a LEXIS/ 
NEXIS Summer Access Form. For employed 
law students, this form must be signed by 
both the law student and an authorized rep-
resentative of the employing entity, indicat-
ing both parties understand that the use of the 
LEXIS/NEXIS services is restricted to edu-
cational purposes. The student must also 
briefly describe the educational project(s) 
they will be working on. 
Working around 
the clock tonight? 
Discover Kinko's 
r------~---~------~ 
: 31/2¢ Copies! : 
I I I Comeinto Klnko'sandgetgreatservioeandgreat I 
All students who wish to maintain an active 
WESTLA W ID throughout summer must 
complete the WESTLA W Password Sum-
mer Extension Agreement. This form re-
quires you to check the educational purpose 
for which you need to use WESTLAW, e.g. 
enrolled in summer class, law review, Moot 
Court. Please note that the WESTLA W 
form states that "failure to fully complete 
and return card by May 15, 1992 will result 
in suspension of password during summer." 
OPEN24HOURS 
I 81/lx lr20#whiteauto-fedorselfservecopiesfor3 l/2t each. I 
jJ :~~er. I 
For most of us. there l 
just aren•t enough ~I 
hours in a 9to 5day y 
to get some of our impor-
tant projects done on time. 
And that's why we're 
open 24 hours. 
Every day. So no ~ 
matter when you 
needahelpfnghand 
and a friendly face. 
you'll find them at Klnko·s. 
~ GoodtJvoughDecembera1, 1991 I 
/ {-. ! Open 24 Homs kinko15• ! 
( • I 1-800-933 COPY the copy center I 
L-----------------~ CALL FOR THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU! 
Pacific Beach• Chula Vista• Downtown 
~ ~ San Diego State• Kearny Mesa• Mission Valley• La.Jolla 
..,,, "--...... _ .. ,,,,,..... -Norm ComnT-
Escondido •Oceanside• San Marcos 
v~ and MasterCard accepted -
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The Last ULTIMATE Bar Review: 
Gringo and Hollywood's Year-end Swan Song 
Sfuzzi, Gaslamp, 340 5th Street 
HOLLYWOOD: Rome was never like this! Although I spent many nights strolling down 
the cobblestone Spanish steps of Rome, past the Pantheon, away from St. Peter's (the Pope 
wouldn't let me in because I had unholy thoughts) and through Piazza Novello, never did 
I find any sidewalk watering fountain as happening as this. The walls of Sfuzzi are painted 
in the increasingly popular faux timeworn fresco manner. The high ceilings and Romanesque 
columns provide a feeling of dinning at a lectistemium. The layout is spacious and gigantic 
palms decorate the comers. · 
Although the most beautiful women in the world are to be found in Rome, the women at 
Sfuzzi would still make men fight animals in a Coliseum. The tight white toga one goddess 
was wearing would have made Mark Anthony leave Cleopatra. When not in Rome go to 
Sfuzzi. 
GRINGO'S REPRISE: I think it's about time you quit hitting the wine and visit the 
vomitorium, my friend--you're obviously delusional about our adventures in Italy and its 
occupants. On top oftliat, you come over to my house, eat.my pizza, drink my beer, and keep 
me up all night waiting for you to write these wordy pearls with a ham-handed hunt & peck 
typing method. And for what? To lie about filthy third world European countries. 
Happily, Sfuzzi is nothing like Italy itself: the people were friendly, beautiful and bathed 
regularly; the food looked wonderful; no one charged you to use the bathroom; strangers 
bought us drinks; no one threatened to arrest us for our political views (a policeman in front 
of said Colisseum detained us once to discuss his views of the war with Iraq while he paused 
between beating up young gypsy boys); and the place stayed open past ten at night. Go to 
Sfuzzi, boycott Italy. In fact, avoid Italy like Christianity in a lion's den, like invading 
Ethiopia, like buying Fiats (except mine--buy it PLEASE). · 
Dick's Last Resort, Gaslamp, 345 5th Avenue 
HOLLYWOOD: The best of the French Quarter in New Orleans is right here in the Gaslamp 
of San Diego. The jazz played here rivals-that of Patty O'Brien's·. Although no hurricanes 
are poured into special ·gtasses, the beer poured is oversized: Foster's oil cans, Miller king 
kans and Budweiser quarts. , 
The boy meets girl ritual rivals that of Au Bar in Palm Beach during spring break. The trick 
is to find a patron sober enough to remember your name, which is no easy feat. However, 
gatrons, Me. squ.eezed .. together on .the b.alcon)( which overlooks the diners, a . perfecL 
environment to flirt and schmooze. . 
GRINGO'S LAST RETORT: Not a bar for the meek of heart. Dick's is a manly place, 
full of manly entertainment and manly sized potables. What I like best about it is the review 
I read of it in-The Reader by some mamby-pamby-liberal-rniddle-aged-old-woman who was 
actually offended by the ritual toilet-papering of clients and what is referred:to as a "blow 
job" (the waitress puts a balloonish object over the top half of her head such that she can 
inhale thru her mouth and exhale into the balloonishness until it pops). A great bar, but not 
ideal for a first date (though maybe perfect for a last). Definitely a casual place designed 
to entertain the juvenile lurking in the hearts of all men. 
MOTIONS TOP TEN 
Top Ten Reasons SBA has an $18,000 Surplus: 
1. Only training to be lawyers, not accountants 
2. U.S. News & World Report wouldn't accept bribe 
3. Neither would Justice O'Connor 
4. Recycling efforts finally paid off 
5. Saving up enough money to get Law School named after them 
6. Cancelled Dean's honorariums for speaking at SBA meetings 
7. Decided to forgoe new tram 
8. SBA President only allowed one trip to Hawaii 
9. Jerry Brown limiting contributions.to $100 
10. Finally got deposit back from Holloween party 
Picks of the Month 
Barrister's Ball & Michael's 
Hyatt Regency, La Jolla Village Drive 
HOLLYWOOD: What a rage! Gentlemen in black tuxedos, stylish women 
in black dresses and an incredible setting. (There was also one particularly 
feztive, tall woman clad in lavender.) From the Fez hats and hors d'oeuvres 
outside at sunset, through the delectable fish and mouth-watering desserts to 
the dance marathon, ending with the entire party danting arm-in-arm to 
Frank Sinatra singing "New York, New York," it was the best time I can still 
remember. 
Michael's (upstairs in the Hyatt) is definitely the ultimate jazz lounge. The 
well-dressed thirtysomething crowd at the bar was very appreciative of two 
young, handsome, tuxedo clad studs--Gringo and myself, naturally--saunter-
ing through the double doors and did not blink an eye when I set down my 
lovely, exotic flower centerpiece on the bar and orc,lered a martini. They 
were, however, quick to come to my assistance by shouting out the proper 
pronunciation of the song, the "Woman From Ipanema." The band was 
. . ,,, .. courteous enough to immeiliatel y honor my request arid couples soon began 
to dance arm and arm, cheek to cheek. Lovely lasses at the bar provided 
sparkling conversation, although turned down Gringo's invitation for a 
spanking. A truly heavenly night; I tip my Fez to the fabulous women of Phi 
Delta Phi. (OK, it's Gringo's fez.) 
Rock Lobster 
6690 Mission Gorge Near 
the stadium 
GRINGO: My roomie Norman, also known 
as the Skullman, found this place for me and 
dragged me in there after a busy day of chowing 
down on apple products in Julian (the day also 
included throwing snowballs at wildlife, mak-
ing fun of the "mountain folk" and peeing my 
nameintoasnowbank--youknow,malebond-
ing stuff). The first thing I had to do of course · 
was read the rules, which were prominently 
posted in flaming letters near the entrance. By 
far the most interesting rule was that by bei~g 
the first person to yell out"I'm a Rock Lobster 
Fan" you get a free shot of Cuervo gold from 
one of the delightful and efficient wait-staff. 
Unfortunately, moving to another table and 
yelling it again did not gain the hoped-for 
· result. The place is mainly a great lobster 
restaurant (especially the slippers), serving 
the poor deceased crustaceans Mexican-style 
with lots of beans, tortillas and plenty spicy. 
However, it is also ari outstanding party place. 
By far they had the best, and most unusual, 
collection of margaritas in all of this Gringo 
land. The Electric Dryer was particularly 
dangerous, being served up in a large (I.mean 
LARGE) shaker (which you can steal pretty 
easily); it was tasty and plentiful. Anyhow, 
I'm out of room--go to this place and don' t 
miss the official Bar Review party at Crown 
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OPINION 
Aflmin.istrative Action Contrary to Purpose of University 
by Bonnie Kane, 
Steve Kownacki, 
and Carolyn Taylor 
"The primary purpose of the University of 
San Diego School of Law is to provide stu-
dents with a sound and ethical legal educa-
tion." --USD School ofLawBulletinl991-93 
April 2 ushered in considerable student 
outrage when we were informed that no 
'real' tickets to hear Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor had been reserved for students. 
Some people thought it was a tasteless left-
over April Fools joke. Perhaps it was; but, 
unfortunately, it was also true. Confronted 
by irate students, the administration found a 
way to accommodate approximately 350 
students by changing the location of the 
lecture. 
While we can appreciate the late effort that 
was made to move the event to larger quar-
ters, this incident was just one of many 
indications that educating students is not the 
focus at USD School of Law. We are begin-
ningto wonderwhatthefocusis. Wearealso 
beginning to wonder what the administra-
tion will do next. 
One particularly disturbing aspect surround-
ing the lecture controversy was the lack of 
candor with which it was handled. We are 
told that months ago the Dean had promised 
the SBA that there would be a significant 
number of student tickets for the Justice 
To invite a Supreme Court 
justice to lecture under the 
auspices of the law school, 
and then to exclude stu-
dents is contrary to the · 
mission of our institution 
O'Connorlecture. The first printed informa-
tion regarding the lecture read in part, "A 
limited number of student tickets will be 
available. Students may pick up one ticket 
from Warren Hall, Room 112 on Thursday, 
April 2 (8:30am-7pm) or Friday, April 3 
(8:30am-3pm). A reserve of tickets will be 
held for evening students to pick up on 
Thursday evening." This seemed fair.enough. 
We couldn't bring guests, but it sounded like 
there might be a ticket for any law student 
who wanted to attend. At least there was a 
good chance of getting a ticket. 
By 7:30am on Thursday, April 2, students 
began arriving so they could be first in line 
to get tickets. By 8:30am the line for tickets 
was already snaked around the first floor and 
nearly out the door. At this time.and place, 
the true definition of student tickets was 
announced. A flier was also passed out. Just 
like law, interpretation is everything. The 
flier listed two types of student tickets avail-
able. Fifty standby tickets were allotted 
which could be used if a person holding areal 
ticket failed to show up at the lecture. The 
second type of student ticket was good for 
overflow seating; students could view Jus-
tice O' Connoron a TV monitor. Not a single 
guaranteed ticket for the live lecture was 
reserved for 1,100 law students. 
We have heard a number of reasons given 
for the ticket snafu: a belief that students 
would not want to attend the lecture; that the 
lecture was never intended to be primarily 
for students; students did not pay for the 
lecture, and therefore were not 'entitled' to 
tickets; 'some' student tickets had been re-
served initially, but when fire marshals and 
federal security limited the number of seats, 
the student tickets had to be deleted; that 
Justice O'Connor's presence was obtained 
through a non-student contact, and therefore 
the speech should be for non-student mem-
bers of the law school community; students 
were adequately represented by the alterna-
tive tickets. These are all ways of telling 
students that on an administration's con-
cern-for-students scale of 1 to 10, we're 
much closer to 1 than we are to 10. 
We are told that students are only one part 
of the law school community, and we should 
not expect admittance to lectures such as 
Justice O'Connor's speech. It is not our 
position that other mem hers of the law school 
community, such as faculty, staff, trustee, 
and alumni, should be excluded from such 
events. We believe it is important to further 
the education of these members of the school 
community. We also understand and appre-
ciate the roles each of these groups play in 
providing guidance and resources to the law 
school. Typically, the law school shows its 
appreciation by hostipg private receptions 
for these groups to meet noted speakers, in 
addition to the larger speaking engagement. 
This is not a practice that we would discour-
age. But, with regard to the lectures them-
selves, .we wonder if non-student edification 
should take precedence over student expo-
sure to the foremost jurists of our nation. 
To invite a Supreme Court justice to lecture 
under the auspices of the law school, and 
then to exclude students is contrary to the 
mission of our institution, as well as being 
misleading to all concerned with the lecture. 
It is shameful that it would require vigorous 
protest for the administration to provide for 
student attendance at this type of event. 
The lecture controversy is only one ex-
ampleofmanyoftheseriousneedformutual 
respect between the students and the admin-
istration. Lack of attention to student con-
cerns, coupled with continuing tuition in-
creases creates an atmosphere of student 
dissatisfaction and divisiveness within our 
law school community. 
We propose that a task force of students, 
faculty and administrative staff carefully re-
examine these objectives. It is to everyone's 
benefit to keep our school community cohe-
sive and working toward common goals. 
O'Connor Lecture Just One Sign of 
Administration's Lac/, of Perception 
by Chris Harrington 
This article is a fervent plea for the admin-
istration to take the interests of the student 
body to heart. In the year and a half that I 
·have been enrolled in this law school, the 
administration has repeatedly refused to do 
so. Our tuition is now approximately $14 ,000 
per year (according to the administration, 
raised not to keep pace with inflation, but to 
charge a tuition more closely approximating 
that of more "prestigious" law schools). This 
. is not an inconsequential sum, to say the 
least. At a minimum, it should ensure that 
our interests are considered. Even 
Machiavelli advocated the governor going 
· through the motions~ of consulting with the 
governed before running roughshod over 
their rights. The point of this article is not.to 
dredge up old wounds. Nonetheless, it would 
be unfair to niake general criticisms of the 
administration without groundmg those criti-
cisms in specific acts. 
The student body at USD has reached its 
proverbial breaking point. By analogy, there 
was a time when the English lords rose up 
and demanded that the King sign the Magna 
Carci. They did this because they had taken 
all they could take. Unless I sorely miss my 
guess, the student body at the USD law 
school can't take much more, either. 
Last year, the Board of Trustees approved 
the apparent desire of the administration to 
change the name of the law school from 
More Hall to Warren Hall. No, not Justice 
Warren. The name change was in favor of 
private individuals who had donated two 
million dollars to the school. 'I am extremely 
grateful to the Warrens for this donation. 
Their benevolence and goodwill is both noted 
and highly appreciated. Nonetheless, my 
point is that the school's name was changed 
without even a "by your leave" to the stu-
dents (or, as I understand it, the faculty). Not 
that our permission is needed to change the 
name of the school, but a simple "how would 
you feel about this?" from the administration 
would at least show some concern for student 
opinions. Many of us took this name change 
quite personally, concluding that USD, a 
Catholic school, should not have summarily 
dismissed the most respected Catholic legal 
scholar in history simply because he did not 
have a million dollars to donate to the school. 
To the extent that fundraising is a reality of 
academia, this pill would have been much 
less bitter if the students had at least been 
asked how they felt prior to the name change, 
not subsequent to. it. 
Such a post hoc effort at damage control is 
becoming commonplace with the 
administration' s treatment of the student 
body. A little while after the law school's 
name was changed, the administration con-
sideredreeategorizing all of the student park-
ing spots between the law school and the law 
library as faculty spots. Once again, the 
administration did not intend to have any 
prior consultations with the student body. 
This proposal somehow leaked from behind 
the doors of the inner sanctum of the admin-
istration. Once the student body found out 
that they were about to lose hundreds of 
parking spaces at a school that already has 
severe parking congestion, the SBA spoke 
out without waiting to be asked by the ad-
ministration. The proposed conversion never 
took place. It is possible that the administra-
tion would have reached the same result even 
if the 'SBA had not taken any action. Still, 
why didn't the administration consult the 
student body on their own initiative? Why 
didn't they care enough about the students to 
think that we deserved to participate in any 
decision that would rob the students of al-
ready scarce parking spaces? 
But the year wasn't over. Graduation day 
was approaching. Graduating students real-
.ized there was a conflict between the date of 
·the graduation and certain barreview courses. 
The graduating students asked the admiJ!iS-
tration to change the date of the graduation 
so that they could attend the ceremony they 
had worked so long for, and also attend a very 
important review class. The administration 
declined to modify the graduation date. I 
imagine it would have been somewhat tax-
.ing to change ih~ graduation date, reqlliring 
rescheduling, etc. Still, who was the gradu-
ation ceremony for?. By definition, the stu-
dents. 
And then this academic year begins. The 
first semester was relatively uneventful, at 
least regarding student dissatisfaction with 
the administration "s callous disregard for the 
students. B ut"the second semester is a differ-
ent story. Recently, we dropped drastically 
in the annual US News & World Report 
national rating of law schools that the maga-
zine just released. The reason for this was 
that the administration unilaterally decided 
not to submit the school's mean GPA and 
LSA T scores to magazine, on the grounds 
that the rating scheme was biased in that it 
didn't consider factors such as·the quality of 
the law library in its ranking. The adminis-
tration has said that its decisionnottopartici-
pate in the ranking was made in conjunction 
with many other law schools who also felt 
the ranking system was biased. 
This misses the point. It would have been 
nice if the student's interests were consid-
ered in this decision. After all, the job market 
i~jncreasingJy competitive. Many, if not the 
m!!jority of us, cannot find jobs. Any drop in 
our national ranking only makes matters 
worse. The administration has said that their 
refusal to participate in the survey was a 
matter of principle. Given that the students 
suffer the most from the school's decline in 
the survey, it seems somewhat cavalier for 
the administration to stand up for their prin-
ciples at the expense of the student body 
without even asking our opinion. 
Several days later, Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor came to USD to speak. The 
administration had been aware of this lecture 
for months, and according to the SBA had 
expressly promised the SBA that a substan-
tial amount of tickets would be reserved for 
students. The administration even passed 
out fliers to that effect, telling students that 
students could pick· up one ticket to the 
le<;ture several days before Justice O'Connor 
was scheduled to speak. When the time for 
picking up student tickets arrived, not one 
single ticket was reserved for students. Yes, 
50 standby tickets were _given to students. 
Yes, 120 overflow tickets were given to 
students that would allow them to watch the 
lecture via closed circuit television. But 
every single Ii ve ticket had already been sent 
to alumni, faculty, and members of the local 
legal community. 
The students were outraged. Many of us 
wanted to attend that lecture. Many of us 
relied on the administration's promise to 
reserve tickets for students. Immediately, 
the students complained. In response, the 
administration changed the site of the lecture 
so that students could get some live tickets. 
Once the students complained we got over 
300 tickets. Based upon that, the 
administration's response to student outrage 
was "Look, we remedied the problem, We 
tookcareofyou. We'reonyour·side." That 
argument is illogical, and it smacks of a 
defendant charged with assault saying "Hey, 
there was no assault here. After I hit you over 
the head with a baseball bat, I called the 
paramedics." The fundamentally offensive 
point regarding Justice O'Connor's lecture 
was that the administration promised to re-
serve tickets for students, and then intention-
ally broke that promise. 
All of these issues simply point out the 
degree to which the administration takes 
action without any concern for the student 
body's interests or opinions. Clearly, the 
administration has the final say in how the 
school is run. Still, the law school exists to 
teach students. Without us, there would be 
no law school. A dissatisfied law student is 
really a dissatisfied future alumnus. This 
fact requires a degree of cooperation be-
tween the administration and student body 
that does not currently exist. The proposed 
student interests liaison committee is a step 
in the right direction. All that we.want is to 
be treated as if our opinion matters. We want 
to know that our interests are considered. 
Theydonothave tocontrol. Wedon'texpect 
them to. We justexpect them to be taken into 
account. For$14,000peryear, thatisnottoo 
much to ask. 
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Question_ of the Mon.th: 
.· 
Do you t'1ink that RobertAlton Harris should b.e executed? 
"Yes! I believe in capital punishment 
because it deters crime if it is used. If 
it is not used, it serves no useful pur-
pose." 
Joan Gerson 
Secretary to the Dean 
"No! . I firmly oppose the death 
penalty. It "is unevenly applied. If 
you are a black male, you are more 
likely to get executed than if you are 
female and white. It is inherently 
unfair." 
Carrie Wilson 
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs 
Letters·-to the Editor:· 
Letters to the editor will be published monllily: Please ad.dress all letters to Motions editor 
and place them in the Motions mailbox in.the mailroom next to the asignmenl board on .the 
main floor of Warren Hall. All letters must be signed and include a phone number so we 
can conlact you if necessary. Names will be withheld uopon request. 
A View from the Survey Bottom 
It was with great disappointment that I read 
you March 31 article entitled "U.S. News & 
World Report Ranks Schools; USD Does 
Not Participate in Survey." While I have the 
utmost respect for Dean Strachan standing 
·up for what she believes to be "grinciples'', 
I am at a loss for the underlying rationale 
behind her views. 
Dean Strachan states that the- criteria be-
hind tht: U.S. News rankings are unfair to 
USD. Specifically, Dean Strachan points 
out that reputation surveys hurt USD "be-
cause 90% of our graduates tend to stay in 
California and the West." The obvious 
reason so many USD graduates stay in Cali-
fornia is that most are originally from the Far 
West. Think of how many of your class-
mates attended PAC-10 or California state 
schools as undergraduates. 
Having completed my undergraduate work 
in the Midwest, I know that many of my peers 
used the U.S. News Rankings in determining 
where to go to law school. Few students from 
the Midwest or East are going to come all the 
way out to San Diego to attend a law school 
ranking in the third quanile unless, like 
myself, they are originally from the West 
Coast. 
The low ranking that USD received only 
perpetuates the problem of not having a truly 
"national" law school. If Dean Strachan 
would spend more time publicizing the posi-
ports, perhaps USD will be able to retrieve 
some of its lost luster. 
I was very surprised to learn that the student 
body was not even consulted before Dean 
Strachan made the decisipn which so vastly . 
affected the students. I especially feel sorry 
for those students who will be trying to get 
jobs back East or in the Midwest. When the 
hiring partner knows little .of a school first-
hand, he/she will consult·rankings like U.S. 
News & WorldReport. USDbeingrankedin 
the third quartile could prove "fatal" to many 
of us not ranked in the top ten percent of our 
class. 
Finally, I was shocked when Dean Strachan 
found "some solace" in the fact Cal Western 
was ranked behin'd USD. With all respect to 
Cal Western, I do not think that the majority 
of our student body was deciding between 
attending USD and Cal Western. There is no 
reason for USD to be ranked behind Loyola 
and Santa Clara. · 
I hope in the future Dean S tr-achan will 
continue to stand up for her "principles". 
However, Isincerelyhope shewillgive more 
consideration to what the students and alumni 
want. If she wants U.S. News to change their 
criteria, work with them, not against them. 
The students truly being affected want USD 
to be ranked as high nationally as possible. 
·uve attributes of USD and participating in Robert Huston 
surveys such as U.S. News and World Re- Second Year Day Student 
HAVE A GREAT SUMtllER! 
"Yes, because we should use the 
money that supports him for some-
thing that is addressable and correct-
able. He is not going to change, but 
the money for his upkeep could be 





Founded in 1987 
Previously The Woo/sack, 1971 - 87 
"No, but he should not be paroled 
either. We shouldn't keep bringing it 
up, just let ihe families of the victims 
get over it. Keep him in jail for life. I 
guess I believe that everyone is re-
deemable." 
Marjorie S. Zhou 
Registrar 
Editor-in-Chief 
Mary A. Smigielski 
Associate Editor 
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First Year Review and 
Advanced Seminars 
Be Prepared and Pass Your Final Examinations 
Be Prepared for Finals 
What FYR/ Advanced Seminars Will Do For You ... 
• Review specific areas of Law through Outlines designed for each area covered. 
This material is not available in published form . 
• Provide Exam Approach and Checklist for each area covered. 
• Provide Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting for each area cov~red . 
• Develop Outline Organization techniques for each area covered. 
• Structure Adversary Arguments within the !RAC format. 
• Provide Writing Technique for each area covered. 
• Outline and Analyze two final exam hypotheticals for each area_covered. 
• Provide Excellent Review for Multistate Examinations. 
• Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers. . . 






each subject area. The completed exam may be sent to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law, 
21661 Criptana, Mission Viejo, CA 92692, along with a blank cassette tape and enclosed 
self~addressed envelope (required for its return). The exam will be critiqued extensively 
through audio cassette and returned to the student. ~·--- -~rway! 
SCHEDULE OF.CLASSES 
+Tuesday, March 31, 1992 
6:00 pm to I I :00 pm 
, + Wednesday, April I, 1992 + Monday, April 6, 1992 
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
+Tuesday, April 7, 1992 
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm · 6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
TORTS II CIVIL PROCEDURE CONTRACTS 11--U.C.C (Strict Liabilicy, Vicarious 
Liability, Products Liability, 
Nuisance, Misrepresentation, 
Business Torts,. Defamation, 
Invasion of Privacy) 
REAL PROPERTY II 
(Includes Civ. Pro. l/CiV'. Pro. II) 
(Assignments /Delegations, 
Third Party Beneficiaries, 
Conditions, Remedies) 




~ Friday, April 24, 1992 
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
REAL PROPERTY II 
(Sale of Land, Recording Act; 
Easements, Profits & Licenses, 
Covenants, Equitable 
Servitudes, Zoning) 
~ Saturday, April 25, 1992 
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm 
TORTS II 
(Strict Liability, Vicarious 
Liability, Products Liability, 
Nuisance, Misrepresentation, 
Business Torts, Defamation, 
Invasion of Privacy) 
~ Sunday, April 26, 1992 
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm 
CONTRACTS 11--U.C.C 
(Assignments/Delegations, 
Third Party Beneficiaries, 
Conditions, Remedies) 
The Pre--Registration Price for Each Seminar Other than· Civil Procedure - $50.00 
Registration at Door (if Space Available) - $55.00 
+ Courses will be held at California Western School of Law, 350 Cedar Ave., San Diego - Auditorium on March 31, April I & 7, Room 2B on April 6 
~ Courses will be held at The Ramada Old Town, 2435 Jefferson Street, San Diego -The Aztec Room 
I 0 Seminars to he Held in Orange County April 27 tlirougli May 6, 1992. If you liave any questions please call. 
Bar Courses Not Available Live are Available on Cassette Tape witli Corresponding Outline. Price - $59.26 per Set (includes sales tax) 
No TAPE RECORDING PERMITTED • No EXCEPTIONS MADE 
Course Lecturer: PROFESSOR JEFF FLEMING 
Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant 
For the past 11 years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards the 
development of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid Law Students and 
Bar Candidates in exam writing techniques and substantive law. 
Mr. Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep 
Seminars and First, Second and Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is the Organ-
izer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer of 
the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars involving intensive exam 
writing techniques designed to train the law student to write the superior answer.. He 
is the Founder and Lecturer of Long/Short Term Bar Review. In addition, Professor 
Fleming is the Publisher of the Performance Examination Writing Manual. the Author 
of the First Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook and the Second Year Essay 
Examination Writing Book. These are available in California Legal Bookstores. 
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at Western 
State University in Fullerton and is currently a Professor at the University of West Los 
Angeles School of Law where he has taught for the past eight years. He maintains a 
private practice in Orange County, California. 
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